Action tremor during object manipulation in Parkinson's disease.
In previous studies of fingertip forces during precision grip in subjects with Parkinson's disease (PD), we observed regular oscillations in isometric force. The present study characterizes the nature of these oscillations. Fingertip forces were recorded from the index finger and thumb during precision grip-lifts with a 300 g and 900 g object in 10 subjects with PD and 20 healthy control subjects. Fourier analysis confirmed that all subjects with PD exhibited force oscillations with a clearly definable frequency (approximately 7-11 Hz). Five of these subjects also exhibited a second lower frequency peak (approximately 5 Hz). Approximately half of the 20 control subjects displayed a single frequency peak (approximately 8-12 Hz), which was generally lower in amplitude than in the subjects with PD (representing enhanced physiological tremor), whereas the remaining control subjects had low-amplitude, broad-based spectra (representing physiological tremor). The amplitude of the force oscillations was higher for lifts with the heavier object in both the control subjects and subjects with PD. L-Dopa resulted in a decreased tremor amplitude but did not influence the frequency. The force oscillations of the two opposing digits normal to the grip surfaces were in phase, whereas the oscillations tangential to the grip surfaces were often out of phase. The results suggest that the multipeaked force rate trajectories reported previously are caused by action tremor. The similarity of force oscillations in subjects with PD and healthy control subjects suggests common tremor-generating mechanisms and supports the notion that the parkinsonian action tremor (AT) is an exaggerated form of physiological tremor. These findings provide insight into the impaired hand function observed in individuals with PD.